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On 29 January 1918, 2Lt A. Lloyd Fleming1 of 111 Sqn 
RFC took off from Julis aerodrome, near Ashquelon, 
in SE5a B538 for a Hostile Patrol, north to the 

Turkish lines. Fleming had already been credited with the 
destruction of four enemy aircraft, two while flying a Bristol 
F2B and the others in an SE5a. On his return flight, at 15.30, 
he encountered two 2-seater German aeroplanes and engaged 
them at 10000ft to the west of Ramleh. One of the HA was 
seen to fire a red flare and go down with the observer huddled 
in his cockpit and apparently hit: 
The other machine started for home and I engaged him several 
times without apparent effect, until he disappeared into the 
clouds.
Owing to having been out for some time and consequently short 
of petrol, I was forced to give up the chase and return home.2

The typed report had a hand-written annotation by Major 
F.W. Stent, CO of 111 Sqn: decisive, the first HA crashed in our 
lines at Junction.

In the 40th Wing monthly report for January 1918, on p.3, 
the aerial combat is described and it stated that the first enemy 
machine landed south-west of Junction Station. The pilot was 
dead and the machine was landed by the observer, who was 
badly wounded.3

Who were the German flyers? They were Ltn dR Walter 
Hauck (observer) and Ltn Ludwig Haugg (pilot) in an AEG 
C.III of Bavarian Fliegerabteilung 304, stationed near Afule. 
According to that unit’s War Diary,4 flying conditions on 28 
and 29 January were very poor. The Diary, on p.75, reported: 
Despite heavy cloud cover and poor weather conditions, Ltn 
Hausenstamm with Vzfw Lottes and Ltn Haugg with Ltn Hauck 
took off. On the return flight, both aeroplanes were attacked by a 
determined and fast single-seater, but could support each other.
Above Cernuka (Zarnuqa) the Haugg-Hauck machine suddenly 
went off in a steep glide in a south-easterly direction and was lost 
to sight by Ltn Heußenstamm, who was involved in a further 

combat. The 8 Armée did not observe a machine going down. 
Ltn Heußenstamm returned with a wound from flak and with 
several hits on his machine as a result of the fight.

The British Malta Report5 informed the unit that the 
aeroplane was forced down behind British lines; the pilot was 
wounded and the observer dead.

The Royal Flying Corps had the following, hand-written, 
note, in English, dropped over the German aerodrome: 
22.2.18
This is to certify that Oberlt Hauck landed his machine alone, 
although badly wounded, after his pilot was killed as a result of a 
brave fight in the air.
Signed: C.S.H. Medhurst,6 Major RFC
Lloyd Fleming, 2/Lt RFC

Hauck wrote a letter to Hptm Walz on 30 January, which was 
dropped on the aerodrome of FA304b:
I was shot down yesterday from 3000 metres. Lulu is dead. He 
received a shot to the head, one to the chest and to the heart. 
I climbed forward and managed to land the aircraft. Before 
Lulu died, I received shots to the chest and a couple of ribs were 
shot through, I am in considerable pain. I don’t think I’ll live 
too long as I feel very bad. My nose and collar bone are also 
broken. Please be so kind as to have a bag, with laundry, my 
dress uniform and boots, dropped here. I have nothing with me. 
Poor Lulu. My thanks to you, Captain, for your past friendship 
and also to my other comrades in the squadron. Perhaps we’ll 
meet again, although I doubt it as my body wounds hurt too 
much. I was operated on yesterday and am visited frequently 
and everyone does everything possible for me. Please write to my 
mother in a considerate way and also to Mrs Skuthan, Munich, 
Ainmilierstrasse 50/11. If possible, my batman should take the 
rest of my belongings back to Germany. The bag of clothing 
should be dropped over Ramleh.

Obediently
W. Hauck

WALTER HAUCK
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Hubert G. Hauck & Dieter H.M. Gröschel

Vickers-built RAF SE5a 
B538, fitted with a 
geared 200hp Hispano-
Suiza engine, is shown 
after its starboard 
undercarriage leg had 
apparently collapsed.
Fleming’s Combat 
Report shows that this 
was the machine used to 
bring down Ltns Haugg 
and Hauck on 29 
January 1918. The Air 
Britain SE5 File, 
erroneously gives the 
machine as having been 
Martinsyde-built B199.
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